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Decay of the inflaton or moduli which dominated the energy density of the universe at early times leads
to a matter to radiation transition epoch. We consider nonthermal sterile dark matter (DM) particles
produced as decay product during such transitions. The particles have a characteristic energy distribution—
that associated with decays taking place in a matter dominated universe evolving to radiation domination.
We primarily focus on the case when the particles are hot dark matter, and study their effects on the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) and large scale structure (LSS), explicitly taking into account their
nonthermal momentum distribution. Our results for CMB angular power and linear matter power spectra
reveal interesting features—such as an order of magnitude higher values of hot dark matter mass in
comparison to the thermal case being consistent with the present data. We observe that this is related to the
fact that ΔNeff (the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at the time of CMB decoupling) and
the hot DM energy density can be independent of each other unlike the case of thermal or nonresonantly
produced sterile hot DM. We also find features in the CMB at low l angular power potentially related to
supersonic transmission of hot dark matter through the photon-baryon plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the nature of dark matter is a central
question in both particle physics and cosmology. The physics
of a constituent species of darkmatter not only depends on its
mass and interactions but also on its momentum distribution
function. For species that thermalize, the momentum dis-
tribution is either Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein. On the other
hand, for nonthermal constituents the momentum distribu-
tion crucially depends on their productionmechanism. Thus,
as we enter the era of precision cosmology, it is important to
isolate natural production mechanisms for dark matter
constituents, the associated momentum distributions, and
explore their implications [1].
From the point of view of theoretical models, it is natural

for the early universe to enter an epoch of matter domi-
nation. The inflationary paradigm has emerged as the

leading candidate for providing an explanation for the
fluctuations in the CMB and the matter power spectrum. In
this context, if the inflaton decays perturbatively, then the
reheating epoch is matter dominated with cold inflaton
particles dominating the energy density of the universe [2].
Furthermore, in string and supergravity models, an epoch
of early matter domination arising from vacuum misalign-
ment of moduli fields is a generic feature [3–6] (see, e.g.,
[7,8] for reviews). An epoch of matter domination ends
with the decay of the associated cold particles. This decay
process effectively provides a set of initial conditions for
the evolution of the universe. For decay products that
thermalize, thermalization leads to loss of all information
about the kinematics of the decay process. But in a setting
with a large number of hidden sectors (which is the generic
expectation in string theory [9]) one can expect that some of
the species produced during the decay do not thermalize
due to very weak interactions. In this case, the energy
distribution of the species takes a characteristic (non-
thermal) form—that associated with the kinematics of
decays taking place in a matter dominated universe
evolving into a radiation dominated universe (with the
matter to radiation transition taking place as a result of the
decay). This energy distribution from decays in such
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transition epochs has been studied in the context of
primordial nucleosynthesis in [10], in the context of moduli
decaying to light axions in [11]. We consider the scenario
where the decaying particle decays to the Standard Model
sector and the sterile particles. But the sterile particle is
decoupled from the SM plasma from the very beginning
and keeps free-streaming all the way to the present epoch.
As described above, a well-motivated setting for the

production of nonthermal constituents is during the matter
to radiation transition epoch, with sterile particles being one
of the decay products. The goal of this paper is to study the
precise implications for the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) and large scale structure (LSS) of sterile hot dark
matter produced by this mechanism. A key input for this is
the momentum distribution today of the sterile particles
produced. We obtain this from the energy distribution
computed in [10,11]. The momentum distribution depends
on the mass of the decaying particle, its half life and the
branching ratio for the decay to the sterile particles. In this
paper, we treat these quantities and the mass of the sterile
particles produced as phenomenological parameters while
studying the cosmological implications making use of the
publicly available package CLASS [12–14].
We will focus on the case in which the sterile particles

produced from the decay of inflaton/moduli act as hot dark
matter that constitutes a small fraction of the total dark
matter density today. Recall that though a sterile particle/
neutrino with higher massm≳ 5 keV is a viable warm dark
matter candidate [15–24], a lighter fermion (hot dark
matter) with m ∼ eV usually falls into the dark-matter
misfortune as eV mass particle free-streams until relatively
late times in cosmic evolution and erases structure on small
scales. Only a small fraction of the dark matter abundance
can be in the form of neutrinos or other light species with
m ∼ eV and this puts a stringent upper bound on neutrino
mass [25].1 On the other hand, recent data from
MiniBooNE experiment might indicate the existence of
light sterile neutrino states of ∼ð1–10Þ eV [28]. Within the
“3þ 1” neutrino oscillation framework, these results are,
however, very difficult to reconcile with the absence of
anomalies in the νμ → νμ disappearance as probed by
recent atmospheric [29] and short baseline [30] experi-
ments. If these results are confirmed by future analyses, it is
likely that new physics beyond the (sterileþ active) oscil-
lation models would be necessary to resolve the tension
between neutrino appearance and disappearance data.
Cosmology provides a complementary means to probe

eV scale neutrino/hot DM particles. Cosmological observ-
ables such as the CMB and large-scale structure (LSS) are
also sensitive to the presence of new interactions [31,32] in
the neutrino sector that would modify their standard free-

streaming behavior during the radiation-dominated epoch.
As shown in [31], this would change the hot DM mass
bound as well put constraints on effective radiation degree
of freedom ΔNeff . Another important factor is whether the
light sterile neutrinos are fully thermalized or not. Not only
that a nonthermal distribution function would have impli-
cations for short baseline anomaly [33] but also hot DM
mass bound and its effective contribution to the radiation
energy density would change considerably [34–37]. The
subject of hot dark matter in cosmology has a vast body of
literature, the reader might find the papers [34,37–82] and
the references therein interesting in the context of the
present work. More specifically, the paper [38] initiated the
study of hot/warm dark matter from decays. For general
overviews, see, e.g., [76,83–87].
For our analysis, we consider what seems to us as a simple

and well-motivated setting. The decaying particle ðφÞ is the
inflaton with massmφ ∼ 10−6Mpl. We take its lifetime to be
of the order of 108=mφ to 109=mφ. This can arise if the decay
takes place via a nonrenormalizable interaction at approx-
imately the GUT scale. Interestingly, we find that in this
regime of parameter space themass of this candidate hot dark
matter particles can be significantly higher than the standard
thermal hot dark matter case and still be consistent with data
(we discuss the regime of parameter spacewhere there can be
significant observable effects in Sec. III). Another interesting
aspect is the l dependence of the effects on the CMB. For
largel, themain effect is fromΔNeff as it changes theHubble
expansion rate prior to photon decouplingwhich changes the
silk damping scale [88]. As our hot DM particle increases
ΔNeff , we also see the expected suppression in power on
large lCMB angular power spectra. It is instructive to note
that we fix our decay parameters to the range of values which
obey Planck bound of ΔNeff . For lower values of l, the
effects due to supersonic transmission of hot dark matter
through the photon-baryon plasma can be important [31].
Future MCMC analysis (work in progress) will make these
effects more clear and would shed light whether one can
detect these subtle effects of nonthermal hot DM produced
from early decay through future CMB experiments.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we obtain

the momentum distribution function of sterile particles
produced from decay during a matter to radiation transition
epoch. In Sec. III, we begin by briefly reviewing the effects
that hot dark matter can have on the CMB and LSS. We
then go on to input the momentum distribution function to
CLASS and obtain our results. Finally in Sec. IV, we discuss
future directions and conclude.

II. STERILE DECAY PRODUCTS AND THE
ASSOCIATED MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION

FUNCTION

In our scenario, the sterile particles are produced from
the decay of a heavy massive scalar ðφÞWe consider 1 → 2

1But as the neutrino has all the relevant properties of DM, except
free-streaming, there have been efforts to revive the neutrino or
lighter sterile neutrino as viable dark matter candidate with non-
trivial cosmological histories or exotic interactions [26,27].
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decays, with identical decay products. The production takes
place in the early universe, when φ is decaying and the
universe is in a matter to radiation transition epoch. The
species φ decays to the sterile particle with branching ratio
Bsp, these particles do not thermalize. The remaining decay
products thermalize (as this sector contains the Standard
Model, we will refer to this as the Standard Model sector).
The momentum distribution of the sterile particles is

central to obtain their effect on the CMB and LSS. To
compute this momentum distribution, one needs to know
the scale factor of the universe during the epoch that φ
decays. Thus, we start by discussing the evolution of the
scale factor during this epoch [2,11].

A. The scale factor

The evolution of the universe during the epoch that φ
decays is governed by the equations:

_ρmat þ 3Hρmat ¼ −
ρmat

τ
; ð1Þ

_ρrad þ 4Hρrad ¼ þ ρmat

τ
; ð2Þ

and

H ¼
�
_a
a

�
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρmat þ ρrad

3M2
pl

s
: ð3Þ

In the above, ρmat denotes the energy density in matter and
ρrad is the energy density in radiation. Here, τ represents the
lifetime of the φ particles. The energy density in radiation is
the sum of the energy densities in the Standard Model
sector and sterile particles (since the sterile particles are
highly relativistic at the time of production, thus they
contribute to the energy density as radiation during the
epoch that φ decays). It is useful to introduce the dimen-
sionless variables

θ ¼ t
τ
; ŝðθÞ ¼ aðτθÞ; and

ematðθÞ ¼
τ2ρmatðτθÞ

M2
pl

; eradðθÞ ¼
τ2ρradðτθÞ

M2
pl

: ð4Þ

Now, let us come to the initial conditions. We will take the
starting point of our numerical evolutions to be t ¼ 0, and
work with conventions in which the scale factor is equal to
unity at this point. At this stage, the universe is completely
matter dominated, thus we will take

ρmatð0Þ ¼
4α

3

M2
pl

τ2
i:e ematð0Þ ¼

4

3
α; ð5Þ

with α ≫ 1 (the factor of 4=3 has been chosen so as to get
some numerical simplifications) and the energy density in

radiation to be zero. We note that the solution will be
universal2 in the sense that we will get the same late time
universe as long as α ≫ 1. In our numerics, we will take
α ¼ 104. We exhibit the results of numerical integration of
the evolution equations in the form of plots. Figure 1,
shows the evolution of the scale factor while Fig. 2 exhibits
the energy density in radiation as a function of the
dimensionless time θ.

B. The energy distribution at early times

The timescale for the decay of the φ particles is τ, at
these early times the sterile particles produced are highly
relativistic. Let us begin by discussing their energy dis-
tribution at these early times as obtained in [10,11]. The
treatment in [10] is rather brief (the final result of the
computation is presented as a plot), we will primarily
follow [11]. The comoving modulus number density as
function of time is given by

FIG. 1. The scale factor as a function of the dimensionless time.

FIG. 2. The energy density in radiation as a function of the
dimensionless time.

2This is a consequence of the fact that for energy densities

much greater than
M2

pl

τ2
, the Hubble time is much smaller than τ.
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N ¼ Nð0Þe−t=τ; ð6Þ

where Nð0Þ is the number density at t ¼ 0. Note that Nð0Þ
can be computed from (5).

Nð0Þ ¼ ρmatð0Þ
mφ

¼ 4αM2
pl

3τ2mφ
: ð7Þ

If a sterile particle is produced from decay of a modulus at
time t ¼ td, then at that point of time it has energy
Ê ¼ mφ=2. At a later time t, its energy is given by3

E ¼ Ê

�
aðtdÞ
aðtÞ

�
:

Thus at time t, sterile particles produced between td and
td þ dtd have energies in the range

dE ¼ EHðtdÞdtd: ð8Þ

The number density of sterile particles produced between td
and td þ dtd can be computed from (6):

dN ¼ 2Bsp

τ
Nð0Þe−td=τdtd: ð9Þ

Equations (8) and (9) can be combined to compute the
comoving number density spectrum (as a function of the
energy) at time t [11]:

dNc
t ¼

2Bsp

τ
Nð0Þe−td=τ 1

EHðtdÞ
dE: ð10Þ

where td is to be expressed in terms of t and E, by making

use of the relation E ¼ Ê aðtdÞ
aðtÞ . The physical number density

is obtained by dividing this by a3ðtÞ. Doing this, and
converting to our dimensionless variables introduced in (4)
one obtains the spectrum at time t to be

dNt ¼
1

ŝ3ðθÞ 2Nð0ÞBsp
e−ŝ

−1ðyÞ

Ĥðŝ−1ðyÞÞEdE≡ ñtðEÞdE: ð11Þ

where we have introduced the variable y:

y≡ EŝðθÞ
Ê

; ð12Þ

with θ ¼ t=τ. Ĥ is the dimensionless Hubble parameter
Ĥ ≡ ŝ0ðθÞ=ŝðθÞ. Finally, ŝ−1 is the inverse of the scale
factor function introduced in (4). We note that the spectrum
in (11) is nonvanishing for E in the range Ê

ŝðθÞ < E < Ê. The

lower limit corresponds to decays at the initial time and
upper limit corresponds to decays that at occur at θ. This
implies that y varies between 1 and ŝðθÞ.

C. The momentum distribution function today

The discussion in the previous subsection can be used to
compute the momentum distribution of the sterile particles
today. At early times, the sterile particles are highly
relativistic. The momentum distribution can be computed
from the energy distribution in (11) using isotropy.

dNt ¼
ñtðjp⃗jÞ
4πjp⃗j2 d

3p≡ ntðp⃗Þd3p: ð13Þ

The momentum distribution today can be obtained by
making use of the fact that after production the sterile
particles free stream. Thus if t� is an early time such that
almost all the φ particles have decayed by t�, then the
momentum distribution of the sterile particles today is
given by

nt0ðp⃗Þ ¼ nt�
�
aðt0Þ
aðt�Þ p⃗

�
: ð14Þ

Note that given our earlier discussion regarding the values
of the argument of ñt for which it is nonvanishing, nt0ðp⃗Þ is
nonvanishing if

Ê
aðt0Þ

< jp⃗j < Êaðt�Þ
aðt0Þ

: ð15Þ

For our numerics, we shall use t� ¼ 15τ (i.e θ� ¼ 15).
The CLASS routine requires that the momentum distri-

bution is expressed in units of Tncdm;0, the typical momen-
tum of the dark radiation particles today. Equation (15)
gives the range of the momentum for the sterile particles.
The range of momentum in (15) corresponds to decays
taking between t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 15τ, we expect most of the
decays to take place in the early part of this range in time.
This motivates us to take

Tncdm;0 ¼
Ê
4

aðt�Þ
aðt0Þ

¼ 1

8
mφ

�
gðt0Þ
gðt�Þ

�1
3

�
Tðt0Þ
Tðt�Þ

�
: ð16Þ

Tðt�Þ, the temperature of the Standard Model sector at t�
can be computed from numerical analysis of the evolution
of the energy density in radiation carried out in Sec, II A.
The energy density in the Standard Model sector at t� is

ρsmðt�Þ ¼
M2

pl

τ2
ð1 − BspÞeradðθ�Þ; ð17Þ

Thus the temperature of the plasma at t ¼ t� is

Tðt�Þ¼
�
3

4
eradðθ�Þ

�
1=4

�
40ð1−BspÞ
π2g�ðTðt�ÞÞ

�
1=4

�
Mpl

τ

�
1=2

: ð18Þ3In this subsection we will assume that t is small enough so that
the sterile particles continue to be highly relativistic at t.
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Our numerics in Sec. II A give ð3
4
Þ1=4ðeradð15ÞÞ1=4 ¼

0.2262. Now, taking gðt0Þ ¼ 3.91 and gðt�Þ ∼ 100 in
(18), we obtain

Tncdm;0 ¼ 0.418

�
m2

φτ

Mpl

�
1=2 Tcmb

ð1 − BspÞ1=4
≡ ζTcmb; ð19Þ

where we have defined ζ ¼ 0.418
ð1−BspÞ1=4 ð

m2
φτ

Mpl
Þ1=2. Finally, we

express the momentum distribution function in terms of the
momentum is units of Tncdm;0,

q≡ jp⃗j
Tncdm;0

: ð20Þ

Making this variable change, (13) gives the momentum
distribution in units of ðTncdm;0Þ3 to be

fðqÞ ¼ 32

πÊ3

�
Nð0ÞBsp

ŝ3ðθ�Þ
�

e−ŝ
−1ðyÞ

q3Ĥðŝ−1ðyÞÞ ; ð21Þ

where

y ¼ q
4
ŝðθ�Þ; ð22Þ

and the range of q is given by

4

ŝðθ�Þ < q < 4: ð23Þ

III. EFFECTS ON COSMOLOGICAL
OBSERVABLES

In this section, we carry out our analysis on the
cosmological observables making use of the above dis-
cussed nonthermal momentum distribution function. Let us
begin by briefly reviewing the key effects that such
particles can have on cosmology. For a more detailed
discussion see e.g [83].

A. Review of effects of hot DM on cosmology

Hot DM neutrinolike particles have significant effect on
the expansion rate during the cosmological era when the
Universe is radiation dominated. Their contribution to the
total radiation content can be parametrized in terms of Neff .
Other than changing the expansion rate of the Universe,
another important effect is free-streaming of hot DM until
they turn nonrelativistic. The physical effect of free-stream-
ing is to damp small-scale density fluctuations: hot DM
cannot be confined into regions smaller than their free-
streaming length, because their velocity is greater than the
escape velocity from gravitational potential wells on those
scales. On the other hand, on scales much larger than the
free-streaming scale, their velocity can be effectively

considered as vanishing, and after the nonrelativistic
transition the hot DM perturbations behave like CDM
perturbations.

1. Effect of hot eV mass dark matter
on matter power spectrum

On large scales (i.e on wave-numbers smaller than knr),
the matter power spectrum Pðk; zÞ can be shown to depend
only on the matter density fraction Ωm today (including
neutrinos which was hot earlier but now behaves like
CDM). Here, knr represents the scale associated with the
time at which the DM becomes non relativistic. If the hot
DM mass is varied with Ωm fixed, the large scale power
spectrum remains invariant but on small scales k > knr, the
matter power spectrum is affected by hot DM masses for
essentially three reasons:
(1) Massive hot DM does not cluster on those scales.

The matter power spectrum can be written as,

Pðk;zÞ¼
�����δρcdmþδρbþδρsp

ρcdmþρbþρsp

����
2
�

¼Ω−2
m hjΩcdmδcdmþΩbδbþΩspδspj2i: ð24Þ

where δρsp and Ωsp represents density fluctuation
and fractional energy density of our sterile particle
(hot DM). On scales of interest and in the recent
universe, baryon and CDM fluctuations are almost
equal to each other, while δsp ≪ δcdm. The power
spectrum would be reduced by a factor ð1 − fspÞ2
with

fsp ≡Ωsp

Ωm
: ð25Þ

(2) The redshift of radiation-to-matter equality zeq or the
baryon-to-CDM ratio ωb=ωcdm can be slightly af-
fected by sterile particle masses, with a potential
impact on the small-scale matter power spectrum.
This depends on which other parameters are kept
fixed when the sterile particle hotDMmass is varied.
But matter power spectra also can be affected by
perturbative cosmology in presence of hot Dark
matter.

(3) The growth rate of cold dark matter perturbations is
reduced through an absence of gravitational back-
reaction effects from free-streaming hot DM. This
growth rate is set by an equation of the form

δ00cdm þ a0

a
δcdm ¼ −k2ψ ; ð26Þ

where δcdm stands for the CDM relative density
perturbation in Fourier space, and ψ for the metric
perturbation playing the role of the Newtonian
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potential inside the Hubble radius. The right-hand
side represents gravitational clustering. The second
term on the left-hand side represents Hubble friction,
i.e., the fact that the cosmological expansion slows
down clustering. The coefficient a0=a is given by the
first Friedmann equation as a function of the total
background energy density. In a universe such that all
species present in the Friedmann equation do cluster,
as it is the case in a matter-dominated universe with
δρtotal ≃ δρcdm þ δρb and ρ̄total ¼ ρ̄cdm þ ρ̄b, the sol-
ution is simply given by δcdm ∝ a: the so-called linear
growth factor is proportional to the scale factor. But
whenever one of the species contributing to the
background expansion (like our sterile particle) does
not cluster efficiently, the CDM (as well as baryons)
clusters at a slower rate. This is why measuring linear
matter power spectra put strong bounds on hot dark
matter mass.

2. Effect of hot dark matter on CMB

The implications for the CMB can summarized by the
following three effects:
(1) Hot dark matter can affect the redshift of matter/

radiation equality zeq via its contribution to ρm and
ρr which depend on its mass. If they are relativistic at
zrec then it is reasonable to assume that they
contribute only to ρrad, though they could be mildly
relativistic near zeq. This can modify the contribution
from the early ISW effect and have an effect on
the CMB.

(2) Hot dark matter changes the expansion rate by
changing the energy density, this in turn changes
the size of the sound horizon at recombination and/
or the distance to last scattering. Changes in the
expansion rate can also affect the damping scale and
this is one of the main effects how an excess
radiation affects CMB [88].

(iii) Free-streaming sterile particle (or hot dark matter)
can travel supersonically through the photon-baryon
plasma at early times, hence gravitationally pulling
photon-baryon wavefronts slightly ahead of where
they would be in the absence of hot DM. As a result,
free-streaming hot DM imprints a net phase shift in
the CMB power spectra at larger scales (smaller l),
as well as a slight suppression of the amplitude. This
phase shift is considered to be a robust signature of
the presence of free-streaming radiation in the early
Universe.

The total relativistic energy density of the Universe at
late time is parametrized by Neff, where ΔNeff ¼ Neff −
3.046 corresponds to additional dark relativistic degrees of
freedom other than the three neutrino flavours of the SM. In
our case, the massive sterile particle with its characteristic
nonthermal distribution contributes to dark radiation. In
this case, the bound is conventionally characterized by

meff
X;sterile ≡ΩX;sterileh2ð94.1 eVÞ and Neff , where meff

X;sterile is
related to the physical mass of the sterile particle and the
relation differs for different models. The latest PLANCKþ
BAO bounds on these parameters are as follows:
Neff < 3.29, meff

X;sterile < 0.65 eV [25]. From this bound,
it is clear that hot dark matter can only constitute a very
small fraction of the total dark matter energy density.

B. Finding CMB and LSS observables for our
nonthermal hot dark matter

Keeping the above effects in mind and having obtained
the momentum distribution of the sterile particles, in this
section we will compute their effect on LSS and the CMB.
The full computation for this will be done numerically by
modifying the publicly available CLASS code [12,13] to
incorporate the new distribution function. It is important to
keep in mind that while the full computation takes the
momentum distribution as input and has to be done
numerically, the effect on the CMB and LSS are primarily
set by three parameters which can be easily calculated once
the momentum distribution is known [35]. These are
(1) ΔNeff : The number of additional relativistic species

at the time of neutrino decoupling (the sterile
particles are relativistic at this point). Current
bounds require ΔNeff ≲ 0.3, [25]. In our case, the
sterile particles and the Standard Model sector are
both entirely produced from the decay of φ particles.
Thus, the relative energy densities of the two sectors
at early times is Bsp=ð1 − BspÞ. Given this, ΔNeff is
easily computed by standard methods, see e.g
[11,89–91]. One finds4

ΔNeff ¼
43

7

Bsp

1 − Bsp

ðg�ðTðtνÞÞ
g�ðTðt�ÞÞÞ

1=3
; ð27Þ

where tν is the time at which neutrinos decouple.
(2) λFS: Till the epoch when hot dark matter particles

turn nonrelativistic, they cannot be bound in gravi-
tational potential wells of cold dark matter. The
comoving distance traveled by hot DM particles till
the temperature of the universe drops below their
mass is known as the free streaming length. As hot
DM (which is cold at the present epoch) contributes
to a fraction of entire dark matter budget today, due
to this early free streaming behavior, the linear
matter power spectra generally gets suppressed at
length scales smaller than λFS. Hot dark matter turns
nonrelativistic deep in the matter dominated era. A
quick estimate5 of the minimum free streaming wave

4This assumes instantaneous thermalization of the Standard
Model sector [11].

5
CLASS computes the exact free streaming wavelength directly

from the momentum distribution, the estimate we give is only for
the purposes of the present discussion.
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number in our case can be obtained following [83].
We find

kfs≈0.018

�
mspTν

ζTcmb1 eV

�
1=2

ðΩmhÞ1=2Mpc−1; ð28Þ

with ζ as defined in (19).
(3) wsp: which is related to the current energy density of

the sterile particle (the product of its current number
density and its mass). Following the conventions of
[35], we will take

wsp ¼ mspnsp

�
h2

ρ0c

	
; ð29Þ

where msp and nsp are the mass and number density
of the sterile particle. ρ0c is the critical density today
and h is the reduced Hubble parameter. To compute
wsp, we need to compute nsp, the number density of
the sterile particles today. To do this, we begin by
computing the abundance (Y) of the particles. The
energy density of the standard model sector at t� is

ρsmðt�Þ ¼ ð1 − BspÞρradð15τÞ

¼ ð1 − BspÞ
M2

pl

τ2
eradð15Þ ð30Þ

Thus the entropy density at this point is

sð15τÞ ¼
�
3

4
eradð15Þ

�
3=4

�
4

3

��
π2

30

�
1=4

× g1=4� ðTðt�ÞÞ
�
Mpl

τ

�
3=2

: ð31Þ

The number density at t� can be computed similarly.
The number density at the initial time is given in (7)
By t ¼ t�, almost all the φ particles decay; their
branching fraction to the sterile particles is Bsp.
Thus, to a very good approximation the number
density of the sterile particles at t ¼ t� is

nð15τÞ ¼ 2BspNð0Þ
a3ð15τÞ : ð32Þ

Now computing the abundance by taking the ratio of
(31) and (32), and using this to compute the number
density of the sterile particles in terms of number
density of neutrinos today ðnνÞ today we find

nsp ¼ 1.13

�
43π4

45.3.ζð3Þ
	

3

π1=2g1=4� ðTðt�ÞÞ

�
5

2

�
1=4

×
Bsp

ð1 − BspÞ3=4
�
Mpl

τm2
φ

�
1=2

nν: ð33Þ

From this, the parameter wsp [as defined (29)] is
found to be

wsp ¼
msp

94.05 eV
62.1

g1=4� ðTðt�ÞÞ
Bsp

ð1 − BspÞ3=4
�
Mpl

τm2
φ

�
1=2

:

ð34Þ

A few comments are in order:
(i) In the computation of wsp, various intermediate

expressions depend on α (the dimensionless energy
density at the initial time). We have checked wsp is
independent of this choice for the initial energy
density, as long as α ≫ 1. This is in keeping with the
expectation that for α ≫ 1, the late time solution is
universal.

(ii) It is interesting to compare the expression (34) for
wsp with that for the same in the instantaneous decay
approximation, the primary focus of [38,39]. While
the functional dependence on the various parameters
is the same, the overall coefficient is greater by a
factor of approximately fifteen percent. This exhibits
the importance of incorporating the exact back-
ground and the associated distribution function.

1. Results of numerics

CLASS (cosmic linear anisotropy solving system) [12] is a
numerical code which simulates the evolution of the
background and perturbations of the universe working to
the linear order. The inputs for the default code are the
present day values of different cosmological parameters
(Ωð0Þ

b h2, Ωð0Þ
c h2, H0, primordial parameters from inflation

etc.) for the 6-parameter ΛCDM model and its extensions.
The outputs are typically the observables for CMB and LSS
experiments, i.e., the temperature power spectrum of the
CMB (CTT

l ), temperature-polarization power spectra (CTE
l )

and the matter power spectrum (PðkÞ) etc.
Working with an extension of the 6-parameter ΛCDM

model, here we include the mass (mSP) and momentum
distribution fðqÞ of an additional component of hot dark
matter as inputs [13]. We emphasize that in our imple-
mentation we explicitly use the nonthermal distribution
function in (21), this is done using the routine described in
[14]. The nonthermal momentum distribution fðqÞ in our
case depends on the massmφ and lifetime τ of the decaying
particle and therefore, we consider few benchmark points to
arrive at fðqÞ. Here we note that Ref. [39] suggested that
for implementation in CLASS thermal distributions should
be used,6 we disagree as the precise from of the distribution
function is absolutely necessary for extracting the predic-
tions from CLASS.

6Although [39] did not extract the predictions for the CMB and
LSS using CLASS, it outlined a strategy for doing so.
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We can use the analytic expression obtained for ΔNeff
and wsp to obtain benchmark points for our inputs to
CLASS. Note that (27) implies that ΔNeff is essentially
determined by the branching ratio Bsp. Given the bound
ΔNeff ≲ 0.3, we take Bsp ¼ 0.05. This corresponds to
ΔNeff ¼ 0.15. Now, as described in the introduction, in
our scenario it is natural to think of φ as the inflaton.
Motivated by this we take mφ ¼ 10−6Mpl. We will take the
lifetime of the φ as a phenomenological parameter, and
consider the points τ ¼ 108=mφ and τ ¼ 109=mφ. If the
inflaton decays by a nonrenormalizable interaction, then
our choice for the lifetime corresponds decay via an
interaction suppressed by approximately the GUT scale.
In Fig. 3, we plot our distribution function for various
values of mφ and τ. We would also like to comment on the
case that φ is a modulus which decays by Planck

suppressed interactions. For moduli masses in the range

106–107 GeV (as considered in [11]), ðMpl

m2
φτ
Þ1=2 ∼ 10−6. This

makes the effective mass very small (which can be
computed using (34) and footnote 7). The effect of the
species is then same as that of massless dark radiation
which is well understood. For interesting effects the
modulus mass has to be high and the phenomenology is
similar to that of the above described inflaton case.
It is interesting to compare our nonthermal distribution

function with a thermal distribution function for sterile
neutrinos with the same value of ΔNeff . We do this in
figure 4. Note that our distribution function has a much

FIG. 3. This figure shows the dependence of the nonthermal
momentum distribution on mφ and τ. In all cases, q and fðqÞ are
in units of the appropriate powers of the associated Tncdm;0.

FIG. 4. Comparison with a thermal distribution with the same
value of ΔNeffð¼ 0.15Þ. The nonthermal distribution here is for
mφ ¼ 10−6Mpl, τ ¼ 108=mφ and is plotted in orange. The
thermal distribution is in blue. The momenta and the distribution
functions for both plots are in units of Tncdm;0 for the above value
of mφ and τ.

FIG. 5. Upper panel shows full matter power spectra PðkÞ for
τ ¼ 108=mφ with inclusion of SN and SP of different masses.
Colour schemes for different scenarios are the same as Fig. 6.
Central values and error bars for the WiggleZ experiment are also
given in black bold point and dot-dashed lines respectively on top
of theoretical plots. The lower panel shows temperature power
spectra CTT

l for the same benchmark point with error bars from
Planck 2018. θ� is kept fixed in all the CLASS runs at the Planck
2018 TTþ lowP value.
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lower maximum value but is much broader than the
thermal one.
Taking these as inputs for CLASS we have computed the

matter power spectra PðkÞ and temperature power spectra
Cl for the above discussed benchmark points for various
values of msp. In addition, for comparison we have plotted
the effects of giving the standard model neutrinos a mass or
sterile neutrinos (SN) at various masses. The distribution
for standard model neutrinos is taken to be thermal
in the instantaneous decoupling approximation Tν ¼
ð4=13Þ1=3Tcmb;0 ≃ 0.17 meV. The SN are taken to be
thermal with a temperature such that their contribution
to ΔNeff is same as that for our benchmark points (i.e
ΔNeff ¼ 0.15). For each of the benchmark points, the
Tncdm;0 is calculated from (19); i.e Tncdm;0 ¼ 4.23Tcmb;0 ≃
1 meV for τ ¼ 108=mφ and Tncdm;0 ¼ 13.39Tcmb;0 ≃
3.14 meV for τ ¼ 109=mφ which are then fed in the
CLASS code. To keep the redshift zeq of matter-radiation

equality consistent at zeq ≃ 3410 for all these cases, the

value of Ωð0Þ
c was modified slightly for each case. The

outcomes for PðkÞ from CLASS are plotted in Figure 5.
The fractional changes in PðkÞ and Cl for such cases with
respect to the case with no sterile particle with

P
mν ¼ 0

are shown in Fig. 6. Now, we discuss two interesting
aspects of our results.

(i) As we can see from Fig. 6, the linear matter power
spectra gets much less suppression for our hot dark
matter when compared to a standard thermalized
neutrino of the same mass. The same is true for the
effects in the CMB. For example, for τ ¼ 109=mφ, we
see that our hot darkmatter at 9.49 eVis equivalent to a
1.25 eV thermalized neutrino (as discussed earlier, the
temperature has been so chosen such that both of them
have the same value of ΔNeff ). This matching can be
seen for our expression of wsp in (34). For the values
corresponding to our benchmark point the effective

FIG. 6. Fractional deviation of the CMB temperature power spectra CTT
l (left panel) and fractional matter power spectra PðkÞ (right

panel) for different cases including sterile particles (SP) and sterile neutrino (SN) as shown in plot legends. For each case, CTT
l and PðkÞ

are evaluated for
P

mν ¼ 0.12 eV + SP/SN and compared to the case where
P

mν ¼ 0 with no extra SP or SN species. The upper
panels correspond to τ ¼ 108=mφ and the lower panels are for τ ¼ 109=mφ. Note that for τ ¼ 109=mφ, our hot dark matter at 9.49 eV is
equivalent to a 1.25 eV thermalized neutrino (its temperature has been chosen such that both of them have the same ΔNeff ). The gray
shaded region in the left panel corresponds to observed errors in CTT

l (Planck 2018).
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mass is seen to be reduced byone order ofmagnitude.7

This brings to us an important point. For the
thermal and Dodelson-Widrow distributions [15],
ΔNeff set the ratio of physical mass and the effective
mass; mthermal

physical ¼ ðΔNeffÞ−3=4mthermal
eff and mDW

physical ¼
ðΔNeffÞ−1mDW

eff (see, e.g., [25]). On the other hand, as
seen from (27) ΔNeff is set by the branching ratio,
while wsp has also got dependence of the mass and
lifetime of the decaying particle (34). This makesmeff
and ΔNeff decoupled. This decoupling is essentially
what allows for greater values of mass of our hot dark
matter to be consistent with the data.

(ii) Another interesting feature is the l dependence of
on the effects on the CMB. For CMB the main effect
comes from ΔNeff as it changes the Hubble ex-
pansion rate prior to photon decoupling [88] which
changes the silk damping scale. This effect shows up
in higher l (small scales) of CMB anisotropy power
spectra which is evident from Fig. 6. We see that
lower the mass of our DM particle, higher is the
effect in small scale as expected. Whereas there is
another subtle effect when one introduces interacting
dark radiation or nonthermal dark radiation. Free-
streaming hot DM travel supersonically through
the photon-baryon plasma at early times, hence
gravitationally pulling photon-baryon wave-fronts
slightly ahead of where they would be in the absence
of neutrinos. As a result, the free-streaming neu-
trinos imprint a net phase shift in the CMB power
spectra toward larger scales (smaller l), as well as a
suppression of its amplitude [31]. In our case when
we keep ΔNeff more or less fixed given by Planck
bound and as we vary hot DM mass, the distribution
function also (as well as hot DM velocity) changes
and the effects shows up in small l values of CMB
spectra. We can find this effect in the left panel of
from Fig. 6, where in small l values we see the
deviations for different choices of mass of our hot
DM particle. This, we find to be a very interesting
effect and a detailed MCMC statistical analysis
(which is work in progress) will make it clearer
whether it can be detected by upcoming CMB and
LSS experiments.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have considered hot dark matter produced from
decays in a universe transiting from matter domination to
radiation domination. Such epochs can occur naturally
during the perturbative decay of the inflaton or as a result of
vacuum misalignment of moduli fields. We have taken into
account the characteristic momentum distribution of hot

dark matter particles produced in this manner and obtained
their effects on the CMB and LSS making use of CLASS.
Our analysis has revealed interesting features such as
higher values of hot dark matter mass being consistent
with the linear matter power spectra and corresponding
cosmological observations like Wiggle-Z. We have also
found features in the CMB at low l potentially related to
the phase difference appearing due to supersonic trans-
mission of hot dark matter through the photon-baryon
plasma before they turn nonrelativistic. Another interesting
feature of our results is the crossover of the light blue curve
to the region above the black curve (which corresponds to
the case with no sterile particles) at very small scales in
lower right panel of Fig. 6. Now to understand why it
slightly overshoots in small scales needs rigorous study of
the evolution of gravitational potential in the radiation
domination era in presence of the new particle and a
detailed MCMC simulation within the multiparameter
space which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Intuitively we feel that the evolution of gravitational
potential depends on when exactly our DM sterile particle
becomes nonrelativistic (which is also function of τ along
with other parameters) and determines the actual shape of
power spectra. We believe that a detailed study of results of
an MCMC analysis can shed light on this and leave it for
future study.
As mentioned above, a detailed MCMC statistical

analysis to gain a better understanding of the cosmological
implications is under progress. Other than this, there are
many interesting avenues that can be pursued with the
nonthermal distribution function. Cosmology has entered a
high precision era not only with respect to the CMB but
also through nonlinear structure formation. It will be really
interesting to study structure formation with a nonthermal
distribution function like ours. As has been pointed out in
[92], the velocity phase space distribution plays a crucial
role for nonlinear structure formation in the presence of hot
DM. Another future avenue is the study of implications of
the presence of such relativistic hot DM particles and the
corresponding extra radiation like degrees of freedom for
the Hubble anomaly [93]. For a standard neutrinolike
particle, when one tries to address the Hubble anomaly
by increasing the effective amount of radiation, it indeed
tends to relax the tension but only partially [94]. The reason
for this is that an effective increase in the number of thermal
neutrinolike particles makes the CMB high l power deviate
[31] from the observed Planck value. It will be very
interesting to see if this nonthermal distribution function
could help us with the high l discrepancy. This is work in
progress and will be reported in the near future.
In this paper, we have not made an attempt to connect to

the short base line anomaly [95], but it is worth pointing
out that nontrivial momentum distribution functions as well
as decay products might have implications for these
anomalies. In our case, if the inflaton/moduli decay to

7Recall that the effective mass of a sterile species X is defined
by mX

eff ¼ ΩXh294.05 eV.
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intermediate mass sterile states which then decay into eV
sterile dark radiation, the idea presented in [33] can be
relevant. We leave such a study for future work.
Our set up can be easily extended for warm dark matter

[87]—that is a scenario where the mass of the sterile
particle is much higher (of the order of KeV). The new
distribution function will give rise to new results for WDM
from N-body simulations due to changes in the velocity
phase space distribution8 [96] and new constraints on
WDM mass from the Lyman-alpha forest [97] and
Milky Way (MW) satellites [98,99]. Again, work in this
direction is in progress.
Finally, there is lot of optimism that near future experi-

ments will be able to distinguish or detect hot dark matter
candidates with different particle physics origin (see, e.g.,
[100]). For this, understanding the subtle effects which
different hot DM particle imprint on CMB power spectra
(for our case low l phase shift, high l suppression) that

could be measured by CMB-S4 [101] experiments is very
important. The same is true for ongoing or upcoming LSS
experiments like BOSS [102], DESI [103], EUCLID [104]
DES [105] and KiDS [106] which will measure the linear
matter power spectra with high accuracy and may be able to
distinguish between thermal and nonthermal suppression. It
will be very interesting see if our model can also relax
recent σ8 anomaly between CMB and weak lensing results.
The present work together with the ongoing MCMC
analysis should provide an interesting theory input for
all of this.
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